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Unison Group 
of Companies 

(Including an 
Australian Unit 

Trust)
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Asset Management 
Maturity Assessment 
Tool (AMMAT)  
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Asset management policy

Asset management strategy

Asset management plan(s)

Contingency planning

Structure, authority and
responsibilities

Outsourcing of asset management
activities

Training, awareness and
competence

Communication, participation and
consultation

Asset Management System
documentation

Information managementRisk management process(es)

Use and maintenance of asset risk
information

Legal and other requirements

Life Cycle Activities

Performance and condition
monitoring

Investigation of asset-related failures,
incidents and nonconformities

Audit

Corrective & Preventative action

Continual Improvement
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Integrated 
Management 

Systems

ISO 55001
Asset 

Management 
System

ISO 45001
Health and 

Safety 
Management 

System

ISO 9001
Quality 

Management 
System

Continual Improvement

Internal Audit

Management Review

8

In 2020 an external audit  by Telarc of UNL’s 
compliance with 7901:2008 raised a moderate 
non-conformance, signifying we hadn’t 
identified all hazards and assessed all risks to 
the public and third parties associated with 
UNL assets. 

The Catalyst
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H&S Policy

HSMS 
Objectives

Asset Risk 
Assessments

H&S 
Campaigns

Monitor and Review
(Performance Stats, 

Incidents, Review meetings)

New/Renewal of Asset

Operate/Maintain the asset
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Controlled

Probability of a pole failing

Outcome
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Probability of a pole causing harm to 
member of the public  
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Our risk registers enabled us to identify key stakeholder groups who may need bespoke 
engagement, develop targeted messaging, and use specific channels to reach them, 
including radio, newspaper, social media, website, and face-to-face, for example school 
visits.

18

Risk driven safety 
campaigns, 
identified and 
reviewed through 
enduring process
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"Great session.  Kids were really 
interested and involved. Pitched at 
the right level that it was easy for 
the children to understand.  The 
booklets, stickers and certificates 

were great so that the children 
could take them home and then 
discuss with their families what 

they had learnt.  Thanks so much" 

"I thought it was a great 
presentation. Great visuals and it 

really got the message across"

"A fabulous program and session. 
Thanks so much Unison"

Outcomes
Effectiveness of the campaign is evidenced in the reduction in incidents and injuries related to these four key 
issues between the periods 1 April 2021 – 31 March 2022 and 1 April 2022 – 31 March 2023:

Injuries and incidents 
related to ‘contact with 
underground cable’ 
reduced by 83%

Injuries and incidents 
related to ‘vehicle vs 
pedestal’ reduced by 
74%

Injuries and incidents related 
to ‘tree trimming/felling’ 
reduced by 67%

Injuries and incidents related 
to ‘contact with overhead 
conductor’ reduced by 54%.
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Is That Enough?
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To address the one high-residual-risk 
activity revealed through the risk 
assessment process - approved third 
parties climbing poles on Unison’s 
network - Unison chose to develop an 
online, interactive learning module as 
an effective, engaging and mobile 
approach to educating third parties on 
the safe work practices and risks 
associated with climbing poles on 
Unison’s network.

The pole climbing online learning module is shared with third party 
company workers approved by Unison to work within reduced 
minimum approach distances of, or access, Unison assets.

It has given us confidence we have taken all reasonable steps to 
educate those third party company workers on the risks, how to 
identify which poles are safe to climb, and how to climb safely.
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Questions?
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The award recognises initiatives to:
1.Entries may cover: Excellence in electrical safety of the public.
2.Raise awareness of electrical safety issues in the local community.
3.Reduce accidents to the public which involve electricity supply industry assets.
4.Improve public understanding or awareness of electrical safety issues around electricity supply industry assets.
5.Encourage industry and the public to think about and participate in electrical safety initiatives.
6.Publicise ideas, procedures and programmes which deliver a high standard of public awareness of electrical safety.
•The development of new or improved types of public safety promotion or information
•The introduction of new or improved safety education methods, practices or procedures
•New ways of encouraging a positive approach to electrical safety
•Any other new aspect or suggestion which conforms to the objectives set out above

Judging is in accordance with the following criteria:
• The effectiveness of identification of the problem the safety issue(s), the target audience and 

the medium selected.

• The extent of commitment in development and implementation.

• The effectiveness of the impact or outcome of the achievement in the public domain.

• The extent of integration of the achievement with other management systems in the 
organisation.

• The suitability of the achievement or contribution for wider application to industry.

• Compliance with all relevant statutory requirements.

• Evidence of achievement. Where possible, external verification of the achievement should 
be provided.


